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User Guide
Downloading the application
Once you have received your licence key and product key it is
time to click the link to download the application

If your device or browser decides to block the download, click the
ellipses for more options

Continue to run the
application even if your
device is blocking

Logging in
After successfully accessing
your license you can log in
with you Microsoft account
to create your personal
Speechly account

Here you will find an option to Keep the application, click Keep.
This will launch the safe installation of the app

Accessing your account
*If this pops up, click show
more and click 'Keep
anyway'. This will continue
the safe download of the
Speechly Application.

Once downloaded, open the app and you will be asked to
enter your License Key which you will have received by email
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Your Speechly app!
This is your Speechly app. Here you can translate from a
wide range of languages and have a conversation between
two different languages!

How to translate
Once you have selected the two languages that are going
to be spoken all you need to do is start talking. Here for
example we have chosen English and German. Start
speaking in English and it will translate into German.

Once finished talking in English click the Switch to Person 2
button and it will start translating the German to English.
Ensure you do this before the German speaker starts
talking.

Switch back to Person 1 for an English speaker and so on
and so forth.
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Are you using one device or two?
If you are just using one device as in a singular laptop,
microphone, audio select the 'Are you using a single
device?' switch
Single device is highlighted in pink as you can see here

Two device is not highlighted as you can see here

Setting up your audio and microphone
Your audio and microphone need to be set up separately.
If you are using the audio and microphone from the same
speaker, headset or device make sure you set them the
same here

If you are doing two or more devices change the settings
here and here
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Example of translation
Here is an example of what the translation, as you can see Person 1 is speaking in English and Person 2 is speaking German. It is best to use
short sentences. Once you've spoken the information from your conversation will be saved in your History.
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Transcript History
In your History you can see all the conversations you've had, which languages were involved, the start time, the duration, whether synced
or not and the date made. You can also search through your conversations by filtering through a date or language.
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Settings
Settings is where you can manage and set your
default language. If there is a common language you
need to translate into you can set it up in settings so
that as soon as you open the application you can get
straight to talking!

Help
About lets you know what version of Speechly you
have, by checking for updates you can ensure you've
got the most up-to-date version.

What's New will let you know about changes, improvements and updates
made to the app.
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License lets you know what license type you have as well as your
llicense expiry date

Send Feedback is where you can help us! Let us know what you think of
the app and any improvements we can make, we'd really appreciate it.

Sign out
Want to sign out? Find the arrow pointing down next to your
name and sign out. Don't go for too long!

Name Surname
name.surname@email.com
Name Surname
name.surname@email.com
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Thank you!
Thank you for using the Speechly guide.
For more information please visit:
www.speechly.app/
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